






GET MORE DONE WITH ONE 
MULTIFUNCTION VERSATILITY, UNRIVALED CAPABILITY. 

Why run two machines when one will do? Whether you're loading trucks, busting up 

blacktop, placing pipe, digging trenches. or moving materials, an L-Series Backhoe is more 

than up to the task. Improve your productivity on the jobsite with time-saving rear couplers 

for quick switching between attachments or do more with a multipurpose four-in-one 

loader bucket. The result: our most versatile backhoes ever. 

Set it and go to work 

When enabled on the sealed-switch 
module, AutoShift automatically 
shifts the PowerShift transmission 
to the appropriate gear. Simply set 
the control lever to the highest gear 
desired, and the transmission will 
optimally shift based on engine rpm 
and ground speed. 

True four-wheel drive on command 

Limited-slip differential combined 
with mechanical-front-wheel drive 
(MFWD) provides true 4x4 perfor
mance and excellent traction in any 
ground conditions by delivering up 
to 65 percent of the available power 
to the wheel with the best traction. 

Powerful engines 

Trust John Deere Power Tech 4.SL 
engines to provide high power 
and torque rise that are proven, 
integrated, simple, and supported, 
for the muscle needed to power 
through any workday. 

Your bucket list 

Our multipurpose buckets have 
been enhanced to boost durability. 
Clamshell design features tilt-free 
dumping, a reinforced third cutting 
edge, and improved hinge profile for 
minimized material spillage compared 
to previous offerings. 

Smooth gear changes 

PowerShift transmission provides 
on-the-go clutchless gear changes 
for the operator. 

Control the ride and the load 

With optional ride control activated, 
front loader hydraulic cylinders act 
as a shock absorber, smoothing travel 
over rough terrain, helping full loads 
reach their destination, and reducing 
operator fatigue. 



BOOST OPERATOR PRODUCTIVITY. 

WORKING IT OUT 
Through our Customer Advocate Group (CAGl. owners and 
operators like you told us what you really wanted in a backhoe 
loader. And your best ideas helped us come up with some 
pretty great L-Series Backhoe features. When it comes to 
delivering what you need, nobody responds like John Deere. 

INNOVATIVE FEATURE 

Spring into action 

Spring-type rear coupler is designed to increase productivity and uptime. 

Operators need to leave the cab only once to switch attachments. And 

the handy control rod provided with the coupler is conveniently sized 

to fit in the standard toolbox, getting operators back to work faster 

and more effortlessly than with traditional manual couplers. 
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SIDE-TO-SIDE SHIFT 

WITH POWERED SIDESHIFT OPTION 

Make the shift 

Powered sideshift option for the 
315SL enables smooth side-to-side 
shifts in under six seconds, for more 
precise backhoe repositioning. 
Design includes a series of two 
hydraulic cylinders used to shift the 
backhoe, eliminating the need for 
a chain-drive or pulley system. It's 
easily unlocked and controlled via 
the combination in-cab switch on 
the main control panel. 

Powered sideshift option allows 
operators to take full advantage of 
the 315SL's narrow footprint with 
vertical stabilizers. This is particularly 
valuable in applications such as street 
repair; underground utility work in 
congested urban areas; constructing 
square trench boxes; and digging next 
to buildings, walls, or other structures. 

Say goodbye to bumps in the road 

Beat operator fatigue and work 
faster across large jobsites with 
optional ride control and PowerShift 
transmission with AutoShift mode in 
base. These features enable you to 
effortlessly traverse any terrain and 
reduce spillage from loaded buckets 
in the roughest of conditions. 
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RISING TO THE 
CHALLENGE.

Every day brings new challenges — demanding jobsites, long hours, and 
an increasing focus on uptime. Our job is to bring you the opportunities 
to overcome them. Our experienced engineers, specialized service 
techs, and global parts and service network are always ready to step 
up to help you rise above.




